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agencies, stand up in bolder prominence over the general level.

Not an eruptive rock appears in the entire line on to Walsall.

How very different the framework of Scottish landscape, as

exhibited in the section laid bare by the Edinburgh and Glas

gow Railway! There, almost every few hundred yards in the

line brings the traveller to a trap-rock, against which he finds

the strata tilted at every possible angle of elevation. Here the

beds go up, there they go down; in this eminence they are

elevated, saddle-like, on the back of some vast eruptive mass;

in yonder hill, overflown by it. The country around exists as

a tumultuous sea, raised into tempest of old by the fiery ground

swell from below; while on the skirts of the prospect there

stand up eminences of loftier altitude, characteristically marked

in profile by their terrace-like precipices, that rise over each

other step by step,
- their trap-stairs of trappean rock, - for

to this scenic peculiarity the volcanic rocks owe their generic

name.

1. found Birmingham amid the bustle of its annual fair, and

much bent on gayety and sight-seeing. There were double

rows of booths along the streets, a full half-mile in length,

gingerbread booths, and carraway and barley-sugar booths, and

nut and apple booths, and booths rich in halfpenny dolls and

penny trumpets, and booths not particularly rich in anything

that seemed to have been run up on speculation. There were

shows, too, of every possible variety of attraction, - shows of

fat boys, and large ladies, and little men, and great serpent:

and wise ponies; and shows of British disaster in India, and

of British successes in China; madcap-minded merry-andrews,

who lived on their wits, nor wished for more; agile tumblers,

glittering in tinsel; swings, revolvers, and roundabouts; and.

old original Punch, in all his glory. But what formed by far

'( Trap-stairs; Scotice, a stair of one flgltt.
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